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The inspiration source for Verre Monogram is an unusual hand-drawn letterset from a vintage embroidery publication which comes off more 
as a Drop Cap or Initial lettering style than monogram. Although its original intention is uncertain, it has many possibilities. This monogram 
design from the early 1900’s has been updated from a Capitals only to a Caps/Smallcaps set with decorative linking ornamentation. The 
unique stained glass look of the letterforms allows for a lot of play with manual coloring, and the newly created linking ornaments offer 
interesting bracelet monogram design options.  

Verre Monogram Styles
MFC Verre Monogram is capable of various forms of design, both monogram and not. From one, two, and three letter monograms, to linking
bracelet monograms, to Drop Caps and titling options - the creative choice is yours. Below are examples of standard monogram settings...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Type any Capital or SmallCap letter, then any number 0-9
followed by another Capital or Smallcap letter. (Have fun!)

MFC Verre Monogram also has unique monogram linking capabilities, to further enhance and customize your monograms. Using the same 
formula for typing out monograms above, see the formulas below on how to create these custom frame accented monograms.

Type any number 0-9 between the letters of your monogram to create linked designs. (various linking elements are setup to only link with 
letters and repeats of themselves, not other linking elements)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Below is a character map of the various frames available in MFC Verre Monogram.

And lastly, below is a fun example of one of the possibilities for play with Verre Monogram, typesetting titles.

A BG vKs
Type any Capital letter Type any two Capital letters Type any lowercase + Capital + lowercase

One letter monogram Two letter monogram Three letter monogram 

3 3A3 3 4 4B4G4 4 8v7K7s8

D3r3e3a3m3w3e3a3v3e3R

This monogram was created 
by typing -  33A33

This monogram was created 
by typing -  44B4C44

This monogram was created 
by typing -  7v8K8s7

One letter monogram Two letter monogram Three letter monogram 


